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About Signare

Signare is a vibrant British lifestyle brand. We 
design, manufacture and distribute stylish fashion 
bags and home furnishings featuring distinctly 
individual patterns.

The value of the brand is in the creation of Signare 
design artworks. Every Signare product has its own 
personality and a story to tell. Many of our designs 
are inspired by great art, and in our collection, 
you’ll find iconic works – some of them licensed 
from world renowned museums and heritage 
organisations.

Signare designs include:

• Great Masterpieces such as the Mona Lisa, Starry 
Night, Poppy Field and Tree of Life.

• Works by famous designers including William 
Morris, Rennie Mackintosh and
Charles Voysey.

• Patterns celebrating the lives and achievements of 
great figures from world
history, including Jane Austen and William 
Shakespeare.

• Designs that reflect the color and variety of life 
itself, from garden wildlife to cute cats and adorable 
dogs, from historical landmarks to geometric 
patterns.

We have taken the ancient art of tapestry and 
given it a modern twist; every Signare design is 
reproduced in exquisite woven detail.

Our product distribution channels encompass a 
wide range of retail sectors, from department stores 
to museum gift shops, garden centers to heritage 
attractions, fashion boutiques to furniture and 
interior design stores – and more.

Our mission is to bring happiness and fun into the 
lives of our customers. Signare products make 
perfect personal treats or great gifts for special 
friends or family.
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The Art and History of Tapestry

It is little wonder we often talk of ‘life’s rich tapestry’ 
to describe the vibrancy of life itself; tapestry is a 
unique medium that captures shape, form, color and 
texture – suspending vivid images in fabric for all 
time. Many ancient examples of the art form are as 
fresh and vital today as when they were first woven 
centuries ago.

In medieval times, decorative tapestries were used 
as wall hangings to brighten and insulate damp and 
chilly buildings. The portability of tapestries was 
particularly useful for royalty and nobility, as they 
moved regularly from one residence to another. 
Appropriately, it is tapestries that commemorate two 
of the most pivotal events in English history: William 
the Conqueror’s invasion in 1066 and the defeat of 
King Harold at the Battle of Hastings. The Bayeux 
Tapestry was produced to document this event.



3 New Products

SMART BAG
This stylish smart purse/bag 
is handy for when you don’t 
want to take a bag out with 
you. Small but perfect sized 
for storing your phone, cards, 
cash and lipstick – just what 
you need when you have 
nowhere to leave your items 
securely while dancing the 
night away!

HIP BAG
This tapestry hip length 
crossbody bag is a compact 
piece for carrying all the 
daily essentials for a day 
around the city.
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SILK CHIFFON 
SCARF
Treat yourself to a 
touch of luxury with our 
beautiful chiffon scarves. 
Constructed from a smooth 
feather-light silk, these 
scarves feel fantastic on 
and makes the perfect 
accompaniment to any 
outfit, whatever the 
occasion. 

DACHSHUND
We are bringing the most 
significant art of the 20th 
century into puppies-pop-
art Dachshund!

Also known as the sausage 
dog, the dachshund is 
one of the most popular 
hunting dogs in the world, 
perhaps because of their 
unusual body composition. 
Most importantly, they are 
also dogs with a unique 
personality.

New Products
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PATTERN NAVIGATOR



6 Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Jane Austen was a famous British female writer. The novel “Pride and Prejudice” is her masterpiece. Signare’s ”Austen Blue” consists of 
yellow oak leaves with a blue sky in the background. It depicts a seasonal and beautiful scene of a golden autumn. This pattern is considered 
to be the graphic on a Pelisse coat that Jane Austen once wore. It is at the Jane Austen Foundation. A pelisse was a popular costume of 
that era. The use of oak leaves as decoration was popular in Britain at that time. Oak is a pattern to symbolize national strength and territory 
expansion. This is because oak was used as the constructional material for war ships. Hence it has extraordinary significance for Great Britain 
which is rich in maritime culture.

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland - derived from a wallpaper designed by a British architect and designer Charles Voysey (1857-1941). His 
designs are characterized by clever repetitions of shapes. He created the artwork of the children’s book “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”. 
Those who know this literary work can easily name the characters. The images are rustic, natural and expressive with fresh colours with sharp 
contrasts. “Alice in Wonderland” is a children’s book published by the British mathematician Charles Dodgson under the name of Lewis Carroll. 
The story is a fairy-tale adventure of Alice who fell from a rabbit hole into a dreamy world full of mysterious animals and characters. Published 
in 1865, this fairy-tale has always been loved by readers of all ages and has been published in 174 languages.

Inspired by the Aztec art and symbols. This colour pattern has vibrant design radiating like the spectrum of a rainbow, splashing a zig zag 
wave of color across the tapestry pattern.
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Almond Blossom and Swallow is inspired by Walter Crane’s (1845 –1915) wallpaper made in 1878: apricot flowers and swallows. In the early 
spring, the cherry blossom is at its best. Swallows fly through the branches and delicate flowers as spring jumps before us! This is one of the 
representative works of the Aesthetic Movement. The wallpaper, designed by Crane, often has a strong narrative of nature and one can see 
the influence of Japanese art. This wallpaper pattern was exhibited at the 1878 Paris International Exhibition and won a medal. The original 
design is now collected at the Victoria & Albert Museum (V&A) in London.

Our beautiful Butterfly pattern is inspired by the vivid colours and varied shapes of these fragile, admirable creatures. In our design, a cloud of 
pretty butterflies display their multi-colored wings as they flutter past on a summer breeze. Butterflies are a wonderful creature of the nature. 
During their lives they go through a 4-stage process called metamorphosis. During this epic journey the creature undergoes a great and un-
recognizable physical change and re-birth into a beautiful form. Around the world, people view the butterfly as a representation of endurance, 
change, hope and life. There is no doubt the butterfly has a significant meaning to us and has inspired Signare to make such an inspirational 
tapestry.

This charming pattern is guaranteed to melt the heart of any cat lover. Dozens of furry felines gaze appealingly out of the tapestry. Each of the 
cats and kittens have their own unique personality and character. There are long and short-haired cats crowding together for attention, and 
cats of all colors including black, white, marmalade and smoky grey. From edge to edge, this pattern is a gorgeous blur of whiskers and fur. 
The artist has captured the adorable expressions on the faces of these delightful creatures perfectly, making it simply irresistible to anyone 
who has a passion for cats.
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Marilyn Robertson is a graphic designer and illustrator who started out as an art teacher in the UK. Today she has a global reputation, and 
her work is collected by people from all around the world. One of Marilyn’s most popular design collections is Catitudes, depicting funky, 
self-confident cats who enjoy the high life, preening and strutting their stuff. Our Catitude design is a creative interplay of color, line and form 
featuring Jasper-the-Cat with his friends Thomas, Felix and Sebastian. The subtly expressive design oozes sophistication, melding a light 
cream base with shaded blacks and just a touch of crimson. Meow!

Born in 1834, William Morris was an artist, designer, writer and social activist who influenced the fashion and ideologies of his era. He played 
a key role in both the British Arts and Crafts and Pre-Raphaelite movements, working with printed textiles, wallpapers, stained glass and 
embroidery. Originally, created by William Morris in 1884, The Cray is a sumptuous pattern said to have been inspired by a 17th century cut 
velvet design he saw on one of his visits to London’s Victoria and Albert Museum. It’s one of Morris’ most complex works, featuring a tightly 
woven tangle of flourishing flowers and evoking thoughts of the glorious English countryside.

If you’re a cat lover and a connoisseur of modern art, our Cheeky Cat design brings together everything you could possibly want. Taking 
its inspiration from the pop-art movement of the 1950s and 60s, this pattern depicts a variety of sleek, feline forms posing gracefully for us 
to admire. Sitting neatly and silhouetted against a cream background, each one of our cheeky cats has their own unique color scheme, 
stylistically reflecting the diversity of domestic breeds. There are cats with plain coats in shades of green, orange, red and tan, while others 
sport multi-colored stripes, some running horizontally, some vertically.

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range
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“Two dogs long and half a dog high”. Alongside our Cheeky cat design, we are bringing the most significant art of the 20th century into puppies 
pop art Dachshund!
Known as the sausage dog, the dachshund is one of the most popular hunt dogs in the world, perhaps because of their unusual body 
composition. They are also dogs with a unique personality. Check it out, each one has its own character, and find out the different individual 
texture of each lovely dachshund puppy!

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Frida Kahlo de Rivera (1907-1954) was a Mexican artist who painted many portraits, self-portraits, and works inspired by the nature and 
artefacts of Mexico. She employed a naïve folk-art style to explore questions of identity, post-colonialism, gender, class, and race in Mexican 
society. Frida is celebrated in around the world for her depiction of the female experience and form as well as her love of nature.
In collaboration with the Frida Kahlo Corporation, we have created a licensed range of products with our own unique Frida Kahlo design. Rich 
in blues and geometric shapes, these eye catching tapestry bags and cushion cover is the perfect gift for a trendy friend!

First described by the Portuguese as the ‘flame-colored’ bird, their long necks and even longer legs makes the pink flamingos stand out as one 
of the most beautiful and vibrant creatures on earth. The Flamingo bird Collection features the flamboyant flamingo, cherry blossom and exotic 
tropical foliage. 
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Inspired by the work of English textiles and stained glass designer J. H. Dearle. Dearle was trained by the iconic artist and craftsman William 
Morris. This pattern provides a modern take on a timeless classic piece. The striking seasonal fabric of entwined lily flowers, stems and 
tendrils creates a floral arrangement designed to blend well with sun-kissed pastel colour schemes. 

Despite its name, the ancestry of the French Bulldog partly lies in Britain. The Toy Bulldog was a popular breed around Nottingham in the mid-
nineteenth century, and when lace makers from the area immigrated to northern France in the 1850s, they took their dogs with them. These 
British dogs bred with local short-faced breeds and the result was the Frenchie, a dog that became especially fashionable in Parisian artistic 
society. To this day, the French Bulldog remains one of the most popular domestic breeds and our design features cute pooches looking out 
inquisitively from oval windows set against a black and white hounds tooth backdrop. 

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Signare’s Flower Meadow is based on a pattern designed by Chintz, a British floral print designer. William Kilburn is considered one of Britain’s 
most prestigious print printers in the 18th century. This is one of his 223 watercolour albums designed specifically for textiles and is collected 
at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London, England. This design showcases his handy use of flowers, exotic leaves, ribbons, and seaweed to 
organize into a pleasing fragrant grass bloom.
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In this beautifully illustrated design, the artist has succeeded in capturing all the grace and elegance of the horse.  A powerful black horse 
stands ready to be exercised, ears pricked up in excited anticipation. Its rider is ready too, kitted out in riding hat and jodhpurs. Another horse, 
a magnificent chestnut stands nearby, muscles rippling in the sunlight, ready to be prepared for a gallop in the countryside. 
The animals in our Horse design are set in green fields and are surrounded by images of assorted equestrian equipment and riding tack 
including stirrups, gloves, a saddle and blanket. 

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Few creatures on earth combine beauty and elegance as compactly as the exotic hummingbird. Native to the Americas, there are thought 
to be as many as 340 species of hummingbird in the world. They are the smallest of all birds with some varieties weighing less than 2.0 g 
(0.07 oz.). But these tiny birds have a big place in the myth and legend of many cultures, including that of the Aztecs who wore hummingbird 
talismans and who’s god of war Huitzilopochtli was often depicted in the form of a hummingbird. 
Our own Hummingbird design shimmers with colour and movement as a flock of these delicate birds float between flowers, using their long-
curved beaks to probe for the precious nectar they feed on.

Jacobean Dream - inspired by a gentleman’s hat with fine embroidery handed down from medieval England. It is housed in the Shakespeare 
Birthplace Trust. In Shakespeare’s time, the hat used to be a fashionable headwear that could indicate the wealth, education and status of the 
wearer. This work depicts a scene of a country garden: colourful flowers, ripe strawberries and euphemistic canes, sometimes drowsy birds 
and dancing butterflies. This work features a medieval, simple, minimalist pattern with a deep black background. Signare used this to interpret 
a distant dream.
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Cavalier King Charles Spaniel - This design features a selection of adorable dogs showing off coats of all colours who are just waiting for you 
to play with them! With their huge eyes, long floppy ears and a reputation for loyalty, it’s easy to see why the Cavalier King Charles spaniel 
is such a popular dog in the UK. The breed can be traced back to at least the sixteenth century, and as the name suggests, there are royal 
connections. Queen Elizabeth I and Mary, Queen of Scots both owned toy spaniels, but it was Charles I and his son Charles II who are 
generally credited with establishing the breed. The dogs were very popular at court and became highly fashionable, particularly among the 
nobility. 

Klimt Black and White Design - This striking black and white design by the Viennese artist Gustav Klimt is in stark contrast with the bright, 
colorful works he created during his ‘Golden Period’. But its simplicity – like the design itself, is an illusion. Look closer at this ground-breaking 
example of the art nouveau style, and it’s easy to find yourself being drawn into the almost hypnotic pattern in which swirling circles and 
curving motifs are juxtaposed with more linear devices. Klimt was inspired by Japanese art and the female form, and his art was the subject 
of controversy, especially when he completed the ceiling in the Great Hall of the University of Vienna. He remains one of the best-loved artists 
from the art nouveau period.

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

A famous British female writer. The masterpiece “Pride and Prejudice” is her masterpiece. Signare’s “Jane’s Oak Leaf” is a pattern designed 
with oak leaves as the material: autumn golden yellow oak leaves with brown background. This pattern reminds us of the late autumn season, 
walking on a path covered with fallen leaves. This pattern is considered to be the graphic on a Pelisse Coat that Jane Austen once wore. It is 
at the Jane Austen Foundation. A pelisse was a popular costume of that era. The use of oak leaves as decoration was popular in Britain at that 
time. Oak is a pattern to symbolise national strength and territory expansion. This is because oak was used as the constructional material for 
war ships. Hence it has extraordinary significance for Britain which is built on maritime culture.
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Wherever you look at this delightful design, America’s favourite dogs look back at you appealingly. Labrador’s in every shade of colour from 
golden yellow to chocolate brown are waiting for you to have a fun time. Labradors are best known for their obedience, loyalty and playful 
composure. Additionally, they are clever and hardworking dogs. They are helpers to their masters. In the UK, it was voted number one in 2018.

Ladybird - Often called ‘the gardener’s best friend’, ladybirds love to feed on common garden pests – especially aphids. If you’re lucky enough 
to have one of the many varieties of ladybird living in your garden, they’ll help you to control any insect pests naturally. Our enchanting 
Ladybird tapestry design depicts dozens of these cute, spotted creatures foraging for food in a field of daisies. It’s a summer day, and the 
ladybirds climb and clamber among the green leaves and white flowers in search of their favourite snack. As they do, they display their bright 
red wing cases for us to admire. The Ladybird design is a delightful pattern that will always remind you of sunny summer days. 

Luxor - was inspired by the mask of Tutankhamen, one of the symbols of ancient Egyptian culture with an influence of Art Deco style. The Art 
Decor movement originated in the 1920s and 1930s. It uses simple geometric shapes, regular lines and surrealistic expressions. The mask 
of Tutankhamen is one of the most prominent ancient Egyptian symbols that is only inferior to the Egyptian pyramids. Luxor was the capital 
of ancient Egypt. The well-known 3000 years old Tomb of Tutankhamun was discovered and excavated by British archaeologists in 1922. 
Unearthed included this famous Mask of Tutankhamun, exquisitely crafted in gold. It is currently treasured in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo 
and became the symbol of the museum there.
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Morning Garden - There’s no more delightful way to start a summer day than by taking a gentle stroll through a garden. This design has a 
darker background. In our design Morning Garden, the rich flora and fauna of an English country garden are reproduced in such stunning 
detail that you can almost smell the fragrant scent on the breeze and it feels as if you might be able to reach out and pick one of the colourful 
flowers! Look closely among the lush tangle of stems, leaves and flowers you might even be lucky enough to spot some of the butterflies, 
ladybirds and other insects that have risen early to feed on nature’s bountiful harvest. 

Less is More! This simple, regular and seemingly unusual geometry produces one of the most sophisticated visual masterpieces. It starts with 
repeated square patterns, then each square is divided orthogonally so that 4 Isosceles triangles are created. On each area, it is filled with 
random color palette purely by applying different texture of cross-weaving of colored threads. The end result is a symphonic – explosion of 
colours, interweaving geometries, harmoniously arranged.

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Morning Garden - There’s no more delightful way to start a summer day than by taking a gentle stroll through a garden. This design has a 
lighter background. In our design, Morning Garden, the rich flora and fauna of an English country garden are reproduced in such stunning 
detail that you can almost smell the fragrant scent on the breeze, and feels as if you might be able to reach out and pick one of the colourful 
flowers! Look closely among the lush tangle of stems, leaves and flowers you might even be lucky enough to spot some of the butterflies, 
ladybirds and other insects that have risen early to feed on nature’s bountiful harvest.
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Orchid - The orchid family of plants is diverse and widespread. There are 28,000 species, and they produce some of nature’s most beautiful, 
colourful and fragrant flowers. In their natural habitat, most varieties of orchids use trees or rocks as support, feeding on plant debris 
accumulated around their roots. The orchid’s exotic looks, delicate flowers and the fact that it’s relatively easy to grow and maintain make it a 
popular houseplant. 
In our design, orchids blossom with petals in every shade of pink create a sumptuous pattern as they float like clouds against a backdrop of 
grey and blue.

Owl - Owl is a humorous design that is sure to bring a smile to the face of anyone who sees it. A ‘parliament’ of brightly coloured owls perch on 
the branches of trees, peering out from a flurry of autumn leaves. Each of these irresistible feathered characters has huge eyes and boasts a 
plumage of red, green, blue, yellow or purple. Throughout history, from ancient Greece to Asia and America, owls have been associated with 
magic, wisdom and heightened senses. Native Americans wore owl feathers to protect them from evil spirits, and in Middle Eastern cultures, 
the owl was a sacred guardian of the afterlife. In this design, we simply celebrate the cuteness of these wonderful nocturnal creatures!

Paisley - Our blue and gold Paisley pattern is one of our most popular designs. The distinctive repeating teardrop motif is thought to have 
originated in Persia, but many different cultures have used the Paisley pattern in their art, with the motif varying from country to country. In 
Britain, the Paisley design is represented in the tradition of Celtic art and is found on many highly-decorated metal objects from the Iron Age 
period. Under the Roman empire, the design fell out of use in Europe but continued to flourish in Asia, and in the eighteenth century, the 
pattern was reintroduced to the UK on shawls brought back from Kashmir by the British East India Company. 
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If ever a wild flower can be said to epitomise a British summer, it must be the poppy. 
In July, countryside verges come alive, and fields of corn are splashed with scarlet as the poppy comes into its full glory. 
The flower’s delicate appearance belies its hardy nature, and its ability to flourish on disturbed ground. These characters have made it a 
metaphor for enduring memory. Our striking design sets a sea of untamed, blood red poppies against a white background.

Pugs - known for being gentle, playful, friendly and sociable companion dogs. 
In this pattern, the fawn and funny pugs with warm scarves sit quietly on the red background of this tapestry design, creating a cute pattern 
that is perfect for pug lovers everywhere! 

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Peony - Romantic and nostalgic, our Peony design is reminiscent of a traditional Victorian tapestry. Filled with peonies in full bloom, their 
heavy-heads in soft shades of pink and white, the image has a peaceful, calming quality. Native to Asia, Europe and Western North America, 
the peony was introduced to the United Kingdom by Victorian plant hunters and is today a favourite with British gardeners. 
The peony holds an important place in Eastern culture. It is a traditional floral symbol of China where it is sometimes called the ‘flower of 
riches and honour’ or ‘king of the flowers’, and it is frequently used symbolically in Chinese art.
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The pop-art inspired style coupled with the cute pose of cute puppies hints at a cheerful, playful, colored patterns that attracts an essence of 
intrigue to its bearer. 
The Scottie silhouette is that of a short-legged but substantial terrier with distinctive features at the beard, legs, and lower body.
Aloofness toward strangers makes them excellent watchdogs. Their hunting instinct remains strong, which can complicate life for the 
neighbour’s cat. Cantankerous around other dogs,the Scottie enjoys brisk walks and upbeat play.

In this beautifully illustrated design, Our Signare designer has succeeded in capturing all the grace and elegance of horses.  
A powerful black and white horse strolls ready to be exercised, ears pricked up in excited anticipation. Another horse, a magnificent chestnut 
stands nearby, muscles rippling in the sunlight, ready to be prepared for a gallop in the countryside.
The galloping of two horses add excitement and dynamics to the final products.
Horses are man’s best friends and our greatest helper. Our interaction with horse has endured thousands of years. Horses lend us the wings 
we lack.

The Simple Rose of Mackintosh - This elegant, minimalist rose pattern is based on the work of Scottish artist and architect Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh (1868-1928). It is known for its simplicity, clean design and a combination of modern and romanticism. 
Signare Mackintosh’s simple rose perfectly embodies our worship of Mackintosh’s art. Blood-red roses, some in full bloom and some in buds, 
with their stems and flowers entwined. Several dashing black curves are painted into an abstract flower frame with a touch of rich red inside. 
The budding roses have a vivid frame and a thick red ball. The stems and leaves are abstracted into black, with staggered curves. It is really 
the masterpiece of the avenue.
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In collaboration with the V&A, the world’s leading museum of art, design and performance. This elegant pattern is based on a magnificent 
furisode (swinging sleeves) kimono in the V&A collection.
The design of the original reveals the dynamism of Japanese textile design in the early 20th century. The auspicious motifs of bamboo and 
plum blossom suggest the robe may have been worn for a very special occasion.

Signare’s “Royal Stewart Tartan”. Tartan began in the Scottish Highlands in 1538. It is woven from horizontal and vertical wool coloured 
threads. Different horizontal and vertical stripes are formed on the background of different colours. The local clan residents used locally grown 
plants, moss and fruit pulp to dye the wool, then weaved the wool into tartan fabric, and finally made a unique Scottish kilt. Historically, British 
royals and aristocrats regarded Scottish things as a fashion statement and soon became popular in the British Isles and around the world. 
It has a red background and different textures, with thick, black and white stripes. This fabric was inspired by the Royal Stewart Tartan of 
Scotland. It integrates region, history, humanities and fashion.

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

This elegant, minimalist rose pattern is based on the work of Scottish artist and architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868-1928). It is known 
for its simplicity, clean design and a combination of modern and romanticism. 
Signare “The Tear Drop Rose of Mackintosh”. This rose pattern was inspired by the counterpart of Scottish artist and architect Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh 1868 – 1928. Mackintosh used a lot of rose motifs throughout his career. The twenty roses in this painting are very different and 
unique.
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Inspired by Mother Nature where golden sea shells dot around a deep blue sea. The colour palette is utterly simple, yet the expression is 
tremendously rich. In this frame of the blue ocean, you find other living creatures: starfish, coral, sea shells.

Signare’s “Spring Flower” is derived from a cloth pattern designed by British architect and designer Charles Voysey. He is considered one 
of the best architecture and furniture designers in the arts and crafts movement. His interest in interior design led him to design numerous 
patterns for wallpapers, fabrics, tiles, ceramics and metal products. In his work, he pursues the purity of lines, densely arranged objects, but 
manages to simply express his intentions. This design is called “Spring Flower”. The whole picture is fresh, bright and green which is the 
colour of spring. The elements of spring are all in sight: tulips, forsythia, spring flowers, peonies, birds and butterflies and so on.

Spring Lamb - In the UK, spring is one of the most beautiful times of the year. As nature awakens refreshed and rejuvenated after resting 
through the long winter months, the countryside is transformed as trees burst into blossom and hedgerows come alive with leaf buds.
It’s the time when bleating lambs appear in the fields. Nothing signals the start of spring more perfectly than a field of gambolling lambs, and 
in our Spring Lamb design, cute lambs graze on the fresh grass among bright daisies. They are enjoying the early spring sunshine and one 
adorable lamb with a black woolly coat stands out from the others.
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Signare “Strawberry Thief Red” tapestry - This gorgeous design is inspired by the iconic artwork from one of the greatest English fabric 
designers William Morris (1834 - 1896). The artwork depicts joyful birds after enjoying tasty strawberries that the gardener (Mr. William Morris) 
has cultivated. The birds do not apologise, rather they open their beaks, singing and talking loudly.  
William Morris created this warm and vivid story from his garden on tapestry fabric. The artwork is also known as William Morris’ bird design.
William Morris mastered the most suitable artistic design to match the fabric weaving techniques to push the level of this work to the apex 
of tapestry design. The fusion of art with craftsmanship coincides with what he has created and passionately advocated “Art and Craft 
Movement”.

During the “tulip madness” of 1637 a tulip bulb was worth its weight in gold. The tulip is a beautiful flower that originally came from Turkey to 
Western Europe in 1562. The Netherlands is still the country of the tulip.

Pattern Navigator - Inspired Range

Signare “Strawberry Thief Blue” tapestry - This gorgeous design is inspired by the iconic artwork from one of the greatest English fabric 
designers William Morris (1834 - 1896). The artwork depicts joyful birds after enjoying some tasty strawberries that the gardener (Mr. William 
Morris) has cultivated. The birds do not apologise, rather they open their beaks, singing and talking loudly.  
William Morris created this warm and vivid story from his garden on tapestry fabric. The artwork is also known as William Morris’ birds 
design. William Morris mastered the most suitable artistic design to match the fabric weaving techniques to push the level of this work to the 
apex of tapestry design. The fusion of art with craftsmanship coincides with what he has created and passionately advocated “Art and Craft 
Movement”.
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West Highland Terrier - In our endearing Westie design, an adorable West Highland terrier sits patiently waiting for playtime.The Westie is set 
against a black background, with a red collar contrasting with his white coat. What dog lover could possibly resist?
Records of West Highland terriers go back more than 400 years. They were originally bred to help keep down vermin, foxes and otters in 
Scotland, their distinctive white coats help to make them stand out against the landscapes in which they worked.  Today though, they make 
fantastic pets. Affectionate and loving, the West highland terrier is not only one of the cutest looking terriers around, but boasts a wonderful 
personality too. 

In this beautifully illustrated design, Our Signare designer has succeeded in transforming Stubbs’s beautiful Whistlejacket horse on to a 
tapestry with all the grace and elegance of this famous horse.  
“Whistlejacket” is an oil on canvas painting from about 1762 by the British artist George Stubbs(1724 - 1806) showing the Marquess of 
Rockingham’s racehorse at life-size, rearing up against a plain background with great details of the texture of the horse. This is the most 
famous painted horse in the world. This famous artwork is kept at the National Gallery in London.

Willow Bough - another pattern from our collection of William Morris designs. The nineteenth-century designer and founding member of the 
British Arts and Crafts movement created a number of wallpaper designs based on natural forms, and the repeating pattern of delicate blue 
leaves in Willow Bough is reminiscent of oriental art. Morris took his inspiration for the pattern from the wild flowers and trees which he had 
seen on country walks around Kelmscott Manor, the Cotswold house he jointly leased with his friend, the Pre-Raphaelite artist Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti.
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Signare “Flower Arrangement in Wanli Vase”- an oil painting by the Dutch-born Ambrosius Bosschaert the Elder. In his early years, he received 
painting training in Antwerp, the Netherlands and gradually formed his own unique style in color and layout. He was good at drawing accurate 
flowers and fruit and became a master of painting. His little sister-in-law, Balthasar van der Ast, wrote his biography and also became a well-
known painter herself. This work is collected at the Victoria & Albert Museum (V & A) in London, England.

Signare “Ballet Dancer”- Ballerina dancing on stage drawn by French artist Edgar Degas (1834-1917). Degas has a passion for ballet. More 
than half of his works are related to dance. In this painting, he perfectly captures the graceful movements of dancers in ballet costumes and 
theatre lights. It is collected in the Courtauld Gallery in London, England.

Signare “Ballet Dancer”-Two ballerinas dancing on stage drawn by French artist Edgar Degas (1834-1917). Degas has a passion for ballet. 
More than half of his works are related to dance. In this painting, he perfectly captures the graceful movements of dancers in ballet costumes 
and theatre lights. It is collected in the Courtauld Gallery in London, England.
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Hokusai (1760 – 1849) Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai’s woodblock print “Great Wave of Kanagawa” captures the power of nature greatly. 
Originally created in 1831 and made on wood using woodblock prints, it has become one of the most iconic images in the world. 

Collected in many puppet museums, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, British Museum, Art Institute of Chicago, Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art.

Girl with Pearl Earrings - The prototype of this painting was created by Johannes Vermeer (1632 – 1675) during The Golden Age (17th 
century) in the Netherlands. On a black background, a girl wears a blue and gold turban and the girl’s bright, glancing eyes and glittering pearl 
earring form an original match. The painting is hidden in the Mauritshuis Gallery, The Hague, Netherlands. In 2006, the Dutch public chose 
“Girl with Pearl Earrings” as the most beautiful painting in the Netherlands.

This work is originally from Tree of Life by Gustav Klimt (1862-1918), an Austrian painter whose works heavily influenced by the Art Nouveau 
period and was heavily inspired by Japanese art and the female form. Poised in a frame of swirling and hypnotic branches, a woman 
decorated in decadent gold and sparkling jewels poses as if to have her picture taken. It has a strong trendy style and elements of the Art 
Nouveau period. This work is now in the Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, Austria. 
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This work is originally from Tree of Life, a mural by Gustav Klimt (1862-1918), an Austrian painter whose works heavily influenced the Art 
Nouveau period and was heavily inspired by Japanese art and the female form. Covered with swirling, tangled branches and fragile vines, the 
images express life’s complexity. A must-have for anyone who appreciates Art Nouveau and loves Gustav Klimt drawings. This work is now in 
the Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, Austria.

This work is originally from Tree of Life, a mural by Gustav Klimt (1862-1918), an Austrian painter whose works heavily influenced the Art 
Nouveau period and was heavily inspired by Japanese art and the female form. This work is colorful and warm, showing a kissed woman, 
with mysterious patterns and symbols appearing on the screen. It has a strong trendy style and elements of Art Nouveau. This work is in the 
Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, Austria.

Signare’s Golden Kiss of Klimt - This work is from Gustav Klimt 1862-1918, The Kiss. He is an Austrian painter whose works influenced the Art 
Nouveau, and his “The Kiss” painting was the highest point of his “golden age”. 
The pattern was originally a series of mosaics he designed for Brussels’ Stoclet Palace. This piece is colorful and warm, presenting a pair of 
lovers. Mysterious patterns and colour blocks appear on the screen. It has a strong trendy style and elements of Art Nouveau. This work is in 
the Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, Austria.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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Lady with an Ermine was painted by da Vinci around 1490, pre-dating his Mona Lisa by around ten years. At the time, da Vinci was in the 
employ of Duke Ludovick Sforza, and the subject of the portrait is thought to be the Duke’s mistress. The painting is located at Czartoryski 
Museum in Kraków, Poland.

Probably the best-known and most studied painting of all time, Mona Lisa by da Vinci, depicts Lisa Gherardini, wife of a merchant. It continues 
to captivate millions of visitors who flock to see it every year in the Louvre Museum in Paris, where it’s been on display since 1797.

Ladies and Unicorn Tapestry”, Lady and Unicorn is the full name of 6 famous tapestries made in the Flanders in the 15th century. It created a 
classic aesthetic style of tapestries, called “millefleurs” style (meaning “a thousand flowers”), and it goes without saying that this is a colorful 
scenery full of exotic flowers and grass. In 1863, the original was moved to Museum Cluny in Paris to this day.
 
The sixth frame shows a line of Latin text Àmon seuldésir translated as “only by my will.” Its true meaning is still controversial.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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Ladies and Unicorn Tapestry”, Lady and Unicorn is the full name of 6 famous tapestries made in the Flanders in the 15th century. It created a 
classic aesthetic style of tapestries, called “millefleurs” style (meaning “a thousand flowers”), and it goes without saying that this is a colorful 
scenery full of exotic flowers and grass. In 1863, the original was moved to Museum Cluny in Paris to this day.
Signare “Women and Unicorns One Hearing”-Six tapestries depict a lady with a unicorn on the left and a lion on the right. Five of the six 
tapestries are based on the five human senses: sight, taste, hearing, smell and touch. The theme of this piece is the sense of hearing.

Ladies and Unicorn Tapestry”, Lady and Unicorn is the full name of 6 famous tapestries made in the Flanders in the 15th century. It created a 
classic aesthetic style of tapestries, called “millefleurs” style (meaning “a thousand flowers”), and it goes without saying that this is a colorful 
scenery full of exotic flowers and grass. In 1863, the original was moved to Museum Cluny in Paris to this day.
Signare “A Vision of a Woman and a Unicorn”-Six tapestries depict a lady, with a unicorn on the left and a lion on the right. Five of the six 
tapestries are based on the five human senses: sight, taste, hearing, smell and touch. The theme of this piece is the sense of sight.

Ladies and Unicorn Tapestry”, Lady and Unicorn is the full name of 6 famous tapestries made in the Flanders in the 15th century. It created a 
classic aesthetic style of tapestries, called “millefleurs” style (meaning “a thousand flowers”), and it goes without saying that this is a colorful 
scenery full of exotic flowers and grass. In 1863, the original was moved to Museum Cluny in Paris to this day.
Signare “A Smell of a Woman and a Unicorn”-Six tapestries depict a lady, with a unicorn on the left and a lion on the right. Five of the six 
tapestries are based on the five human senses: sight, taste, hearing, smell and touch. The theme of this piece is the sense of smell.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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Ladies and Unicorn Tapestry”, Lady and Unicorn is the full name of 6 famous tapestries made in the Flanders in the 15th century. It created a 
classic aesthetic style of tapestries, called “millefleurs” style (meaning “a thousand flowers”), and it goes without saying that this is a colorful 
scenery full of exotic flowers and grass. In 1863, the original was moved to Museum Cluny in Paris to this day.
Signare “Women and Unicorns-Taste” - Each of the six tapestries depicts a lady with a unicorn on the left and a lion on the right. Five of the six 
tapestries are based on the five human senses: sight, taste, hearing, smell and touch. The theme of this piece is the sense of taste.

Signare “Poppy Field”- from Claude Monet 1840 – 1926. He was a French painter who contributed to the rise of the French Impressionist 
movement in the late 1800s. Often, many of his artworks scenes that required multiple visits to fully capture the changing light and seasonal 
landscapes. “Poppy Field” is one of the most famous paintings in the world, and it is reminiscent of a vibrant weather that strolls through the 
fields in summer. Monet ’s first poppy field was shown to the public during an Impressionist exhibition, and the painting is now hidden in the 
Musée d’Orsay in Paris.

Signare Lotus - Monet, a French painter who contributed to the rise of the French Impressionist movement in the late 1800s, purchased 
houses and gardens in Giverny, France, and used them as inspiration for painting. His paintings include plants, trees and lake layouts in the 
garden.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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Monet purchased houses and gardens in Giverny, France, in the 1880s, and used them as inspiration for painting. His paintings include plants, 
trees, lake layouts and a Japanese bridge in the garden.

This tapestry fabric is based on the work of William Morris (1834-1896): Orange Tree. The nineteenth-century designer and founding member 
of the British Arts and Crafts movement created a number of wallpaper designs based on natural forms. 
Since oranges are temperate plants, in the UK, they spend their cold winters in special greenhouses. These greenhouses are called Orangery 
and they appear in British mansions and palaces. Planting oranges was a way for rich people to show off their wealth. This work depicts 
fragrant, colorful, ripe oranges set against dense foliage. Do you see the layering on the orange leaves? It is indeed a masterpiece of tapestry.

This woven cloth is from William Morris’s tapestry - Tree of Life. The nineteenth-century designer and founding member of the British Arts and 
Crafts movement created a number of wallpaper designs based on natural forms. 
It is a fragment of the whole frame. The background of this cloth is dark green. The branches of life are luxuriant, and small birds inhabit the 
branches. The leaves are patchy, dense, and robust. Each leaf has a rich texture and layering. It is indeed one of the masterpieces of tapestry.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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This woven cloth is from William Morris’s tapestry - Tree of Life. The nineteenth-century designer and founding member of the British Arts and 
Crafts movement created a number of wallpaper designs based on natural forms. It is a fragment of the whole frame. The background of this 
cloth is vibrant red. 
The branches of life are luxuriant, and small birds inhabit the branches. The leaves are patchy, dense, and robust. Each leaf has a rich texture 
and layering. It is indeed one of the masterpieces of tapestry.

Rabbit in the Forest - As part of the Wiliam Morris Art collection, this design features a hare among leaves, wildflowers and acanthus foliage. 
This hare is from one of William Morris’s most famous tapestry design “Forest”.

The Lion in the Forest - As part of the William Morris Art collection, this design features a lion among leaves, wildflowers and acanthus foliage. 
This lion is from one of William Morris’s most famous tapestry design “Forest”.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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The Fox in the Forest - As part of the William Morris Art collection, this design features a fox among leaves, wildflowers and acanthus foliage. 
This fox is from one of William Morris’s most famous tapestry design “Forest”.

As part of the William Morris Art collection, this peacock design showcases a curious peacock edging its way out of the hypnotising vines and 
leaves, This peacock is from one of the William Morris’s most famous tapestry design “Forest”, you will find other 3 animals, Hare, Lion, and 
the fox.

Signare Black Cat-Taken from a delightful Art Nouveau poster. It was created by Swiss-born French Art Nouveau painter and printmaker 
Steinlen 1859 -1923. 
On the poster was an arrogant black cat, sitting in distress, staring out at the viewer intently. It is housed in the Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers 
University, USA.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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The Dutch post-impressionist painter, the world greatest artist, Vincent van Gogh created over 2,100 art works and nearly 900 oil paintings in 
his short life.
Van Gogh started painting Irises in May 1889 at the asy lum. The painting was probably influenced by Japanese uki yo-e woodblock prints like 
many of his works and those by other artists of the time. The painting is soft and light. This painting is collected at the J. Paul Getty Museum in 
Los Angeles, USA.

Starry Night is one of the best-known Vincent van Gogh paintings of all time. It depicts the view from the east-facing window of his asylum 
room at Saint-Rémy-de- Provence, just before sunrise, with the addition of an ideal ized village. The painting was created in 1898. Since 1941 
it sits proudly in the Museum of Modern Art in New York City in USA.

This is one of our favourite tapestry patterns, based on one of the best-known and best-loved of all Vincent van Gogh paintings. Painted in 
January 1889, the Original Sunflow ers were painted on a bluey green oil canvas and is now collected at Neue Pinakothek, Munich, Germany.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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This artwork was painted in 1889, during van Gogh’s time as a patient in St-Rémy, near Arles. It is one of three almost identical versions of the 
composition. Produced and distributed under license for the National Gallery, London, by Signare.

Signare Swan - This pattern was inspired by the design of the “Swans and Iris” wallpaper by Walter Crane (1845-1915). The design contrasts 
the noble and beautiful lines of the two swans against a blue black contour background. The two swans ran towards each other, facing each 
other, and standing still. Walter Crane was the first chairman of the handicraft exhibition. He was good at graphic design, and started designing 
wallpapers in 1874 and became one of the most influential designers of the time. He later developed his image style by drawing illustrations for 
books, which also made him famous to this day. In the illustrations for children’s books in the 1870s, his clever painting style and bright colours 
made his work loved by children and adults.

Pattern Navigator - Art Range
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34 Product Explorer - Big Holdall (BHOLD)

Designed to contain plenty of storage for your travels, 
this holdall proves to be an ideal choice as a travel 
companion.  
 
• Fantastic amount of storage for travel essentials

• Fastened with a zip top; it also contains an inner zip 
pocket for storage. 

• A pair of sturdy faux leather handles for carriage. 

• Reinforced base with 5 studded feet for support. 

• Weight: 2.1lbs

BHOLD-AUST

BHOLD-CRAY BHOLD-DONK

BHOLD-GLILY

BHOLD-LUXOR

BHOLD-AZT

BHOLD-HOR

BHOLD-FKICON

BHOLD-MGD

BHOLD-BLOS

BHOLD-FLMD

BHOLD-JACOB

BHOLD-JANE

BHOLD-BUTT

Drop
Handle
17cm
(7”)

H 30cm
(11.8”)

W 57cm 
(22.4”)

D 29cm
(11.4”)

BHOLD-FREN

BHOLD-KISS



35 Product Explorer - Big Holdall (BHOLD)

BHOLD-MTRI BHOLD-ORC

BHOLD-RHOR

BHOLD-SHELL

BHOLD-WES

BHOLD-PAIS

BHOLD-RMTD

BHOLD-STBL

BHOLD-WIOW

BHOLD-PEO

BHOLD-RSTT

BHOLD-STRD

BHOLD-POP

BHOLD-SAKURA

BHOLD-TULWT

BHOLD-MGDBK
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This classic styled backpack is perfect for everyday use; including 
school, work and even a day out in the city! 

• 3 zip compartment - main compartment, 1 inner zip pocket and 
1 slip pocket, middle compartment contains 2 slip pockets.

• Front pocket for storage and easy access.

• Fitted grab handle.

• Fully zipped across the top.

• Lined with a patterned nylon.

• Weight: 1.5lb

Product Explorer - Backpack (BKPK)

BKPK-AUST

BKPK-KISS

BKPK-PEO

BKPK-RSTT

BKPK-CHEKY

BKPK-POP

BKPK-LUXOR

BKPK-STBL BKPK-TULWT

BKPK-GLILY

BKPK-MGD

BKPK-PUG

BKPK-JANE

H 39.4m
(15.5”)

W 31cm
(12.2”)

D 13cm
(5.1”)

BKPK-MTRI

BKPK-RHOR
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Spacious and sturdy, the College Bag makes a brilliant choice for school or 
work with its large capacity and firm build.

• Fantastic amount of storage for college books, work files or laptop.

• Pair of faux leather handles for carriage.

• Zip fastener is affixed with faux leather.

• Fully lined with a patterned nylon. 

• Zip and sleeve pockets contained on the inside for storage. 

• Reinforced base for extra support. 

• Weight: 1.2lbs

Product Explorer - College Bag (COLL)

H 27cm
(10.6”)

Drop handle
28 cm 
(11”)

W 33cm 
(13”)

D 15cm
(5.9”)

COLL-JANE

COLL-AUST

COLL-MTRI

COLL-FLMD

COLL-KISS

COLL-BLOS COLL-CAT

COLL-FREN COLL-GLILY

COLL-LUXOR

COLL-CUDE

COLL-JACOBCOLL-HOR

COLL-MGD COLL-MGDBK

COLL-FKICON
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COLL-RHOR

COLL-SAKURACOLL-RMSP

COLL-SHELL COLL-TULWT COLL-WHISTLE

COLL-RMTD COLL-RSTT

COLL-ORC COLL-PAIS COLL-PUG



39 Product Explorer - College Bag Art (COLL-ART)

Spacious and sturdy, the College Bag makes a brilliant choice for school or 
work with its large capacity and firm build.
 
• Fantastic amount of storage for college books, work files or laptop.

• Pair of faux leather handles for carriage.

• Zip fastener is affixed with faux leather.

• Fully lined with a patterned nylon. 

• Zip and sleeve pockets contained on the inside for storage. 

• Reinforced base for extra support. 

• Weight: 1.2lbs

COLL-ART-TS-CHAT

COLL-ART-AB-STILL

COLL-ART-GK-TREE COLL-ART-GK-GDKS COLL-ART-CM-POPFL

COLL-ART-VG-WHEAT

COLL-ART-VG-IRIS

COLL-ART-WC-SWAN

COLL-ART-JP-WAVE

COLL-ART-VG-STAR

COLL-ART-WM-TLBL

COLL-ART-JV-GIRL

COLL-ART-VG-SUNF

COLL-ART-ED-BLR-2

COLL-ART-WM-TLRD

H 27cm 
(10.6”)

W 33cm (13”) D 15cm (5.9”)

Drop Handle
28 cm
(11”)
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Proven to be one of our most popular styles, this elegantly designed 
top handle bag is a fantastic choice for your everyday travel needs. 

• Perfect as a day or night bag for all your essentials.
 
• Fully lined with a patterned nylon.

• Open sleeve and zip pocket on the inside.
 
• Faux leather handle and detachable shoulder straps included. 

• Fitted with a full length zip fastener.

• With removable shoulder strap included, you have the option to 
wear it as a cross body or shoulder bag.

 
• Solid base with 4 studded feet. 

• Weight: 1lb

• Shoulder drop length: 21”, Max strap length: 45”

Product Explorer - Convertible Bag (CONV)

CONV-ALICE

CONV-BUTT

CONV-CUDE

CONV-FREN

CONV-AUST

CONV-FKICONCONV-DACH

CONV-CAT

CONV-GLILY

CONV-AZT

CONV-CHEKY

CONV-FLAM

CONV-FSDG

CONV-BLOS

H 23cm
(9”)

Drop handle 
10cm
(4”)

W 27cm (Top) (10.5”)
W 36cm (Bottom) (14”)

D 12.7 cm
(5”)

CONV-CRAY

CONV-FLMD
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CONV-JACOB

CONV-LAB

CONV-RHOR

CONV-MGDBK

CONV-SAKURA

CONV-PAIS

CONV-JANE

CONV-LDBD

CONV-RMSP

CONV-MTRI

CONV-PUPPY

CONV-PEO

CONV-KGCS

CONV-POP

CONV-LUXOR

CONV-RMTD

CONV-ORC

CONV-KISS

CONV-PUG

CONV-MGD

CONV-RSTT

CONV-OWL

CONV-HUMMCONV-HOR
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CONV-SPFL CONV-STBL

CONV-WIOW

CONV-STRD

CONV-TULWT CONV-WES

CONV-SHELL



43 Product Explorer - Cosmetic Bag (COSM)

COSM-FKICONCOSM-DACH

COSM-ALICE

COSM-GLILY

COSM-CAT

COSM-FLAM

COSM-AUST

COSM-HOR

COSM-CHEKY COSM-CRAY

COSM-FLMD

COSM-AZT

COSM-HUMM

COSM-CUDE

COSM-FREN

COSM-BLOS

Compactly designed to store all your cosmetics and little 
essentials.
 
• Easily fits within a handbag for everyday usage. 

• Fastened with a zip top. 

• Contains an inner zip pocket. 

• Fully lined with a patterned nylon. 

• Weight: 0.2lbs

H 14cm 
(5.5”)

W 21cm (8.3”)
D 7cm
(2.8”)
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COSM-JACOB

COSM-ORC

COSM-POP

COSM-RMTD

COSM-OWL

COSM-RSTT

COSM-PUGCOSM-PAIS

COSM-RHOR

COSM-PEO

COSM-RMSPCOSM-PUPPY

COSM-JANE

COSM-LDBD

COSM-KGCS

COSM-LUXOR

COSM-KISS

COSM-MGD

COSM-MGDBK

COSM-LAB

COSM-MTRI

COSM-SHELL COSM-SPFLCOSM-SAKURA
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COSM-TULWT COSM-WES

COSM-WIOW

COSM-STRDCOSM-STBL
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Spacious and roomy; this piece is perfect for travelling with 
your laptop in comfort, whilst providing sufficient space and 
protection for other office goods.
 
• Zip fastener on the top and front zip pocket for extra 

storage. 

• Inside features a slip pocket and a large slip pocket for 
larger items like notepads and documents.

• Faux leather handle and adjustable detachable shoulder 
strap included. 

• Fully lined with patterned nylon.

• Weight: 1.9lbs

• Shoulder drop length: 18”, strap length 46”

Product Explorer - Computer Bag (CPU)

CPU-AUST

CPU-KISS

CPU-PEO

CPU-TULWT

CPU-CHEKY

CPU-POP

CPU-LUXOR

CPU-GLILY

CPU-MGD

CPU-RSTT

CPU-JANE

H 29cm
(11.4”)

Drop Handle
8cm
(3”)

W 40cm 
(15.7”)

D 11cm (4.3”)

CPU-MTRI

CPU-STBL
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Our casual daypacks are functional which makes it a brilliant 
choice for travel, office, work, school or college. They are 
compact sized making it a fantastic day-to-day bag.

• Front zip pocket on the outside

• Inside consists of two small slip pockets and one large 
one with an extra zip pocket.

• Fitted with a grab handle for easy carrying and hook 
hanging. CAUTION: Do not use this as a carrying handle.

• Fully zipped across the top.

• Adjustable shoulder straps.

• Lined with a patterned nylon.

• Weight: 1.1lbs

Product Explorer - Daypack (DAPK) (NEW)

DAPK-ALICE

DAPK-JACOB

DAPK-MTRI

DAPK-ROB

DAPK-CAT

DAPK-POP

DAPK-RSTT

DAPK-LUXOR

DAPK-CHEKY

DAPK-MGD

DAPK-PUPPY

DAPK-STBL

DAPK-DACH

H 28cm
(11”)

W 26cm (10.3”) D 13cm (5”)

DAPK-MGDBK

DAPK-RHOR

DAPK-STRD
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Compact and eco-friendly, this piece opens up to provide ample 
space for your shopping trips and folds away for easy storage in 
your handbag. 

• Fitted with full length zip fastener and a frontal clip button 
closure. 

• Opens up to provide ample room for shopping goods. 

• Folds away for compact storage. 

• A pair of sturdy faux leather handles for carriage. 

• Weight: 0.6lbs

Product Explorer - Foldaway Bag (FDAW)

Drop Handle
10.1cm

(4”)

H 35cm
(13.9”)

W 30.5cm (12”) D 9cm (3.5”)

FDAW-FKICONFDAW-DACH FDAW-DONK

FDAW-AUST

FDAW-CAT

FDAW-FLAM

FDAW-AZT

FDAW-CHEKY FDAW-CRAY

FDAW-FLMD

FDAW-BLOS

FDAW-CUDE

FDAW-FREN

FDAW-BUTT

FDAW-GLILY FDAW-HOR
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FDAW-ORC

FDAW-POP

FDAW-RMTD FDAW-SHELL

FDAW-OWL

FDAW-RSTT

FDAW-PUG

FDAW-PAIS

FDAW-RHOR

FDAW-SAKURA

FDAW-PEO

FDAW-RMSPFDAW-PUPPY

FDAW-JANE

FDAW-LDBD

FDAW-KGCS

FDAW-LUXORFDAW-KISS

FDAW-MGD FDAW-MGDBK

FDAW-LAB

FDAW-MTRI

FDAW-JACOBFDAW-HUMM
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FDAW-STBL FDAW-STRD

FDAW-TULWT FDAW-WES FDAW-WIOW

FDAW-SPFL FDAW-SPLM
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A fantastic money pouch for keeping all of your change 
together or store small cosmetic items.
 
• Contains a gold or silver frame (depending on 

design) with double-clasp closure. 

• A pair of compartments for storing goods.

• Fits inside a pocket or handbag.

• Fully lined with a patterned nylon.

• Weight: 0.3lbs

Product Explorer - Frame Purse (FRMP)

FRMP-AUSTFRMP-ALICE

FRMP-CHEKY

FRMP-GLILY

FRMP-AZT

FRMP-HUMM

FRMP-CRAY FRMP-DACH

FRMP-BLOS

FRMP-FKICON FRMP-FKROSE

FRMP-JACOB

FRMP-CAT

H 8cm
(3.1”)

W 13cm (5.1”) D 5cm (2”)

FRMP-FLMD

FRMP-KISSFRMP-JANE



52 Product Explorer - Frame Purse (FRMP)

FRMP-MGD FRMP-MTRI

FRMP-POP

FRMP-SAKURA FRMP-STBL

FRMP-OWL

FRMP-RMSPFRMP-PUPPY

FRMP-STRD

FRMP-PAIS

FRMP-WES

FRMP-RMTD

FRMP-SHELL

FRMP-PEO

FRMP-WIOW

FRMP-RSTT

FRMP-SPFL

FRMP-LUXORFRMP-LDBD
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Keep your glasses safe and protected with this slim pouch.
 
• A slim design makes the pouch ideal for fitting in a handbag or jacket 

pocket.
 
• Enough space for a single pair of glasses.

• Contains a gold or silver frame (depending on design) with double-clasp 
closure. 

• Inside is fully lined to prevent scratching or damage to your glasses. 

• Weight: 0.3lbs 

Product Explorer - Glasses Pouch (GPCH)

GPCH-AUST

GPCH-CAT

GPCH-FLMD

GPCH-JANE

GPCH-AZT

GPCH-GLILY

GPCH-CHEKY

GPCH-BLOS GPCH-BOU

GPCH-CRAY

GPCH-HUMM

GPCH-BUTT

H 20cm
(7.9”)

W 11cm (4.3”)

D 1cm (0.4”)

GPCH-FKICON GPCH-FKROSEGPCH-DACH

GPCH-JACOB



54 Product Explorer - Glasses Pouch (GPCH)

GPCH-LUXOR GPCH-MGD

GPCH-MGDBK

GPCH-PEO

GPCH-WES

GPCH-RSTT

GPCH-RDV

GPCH-SPFL

GPCH-MTRI

GPCH-POP

GPCH-WIOW

GPCH-SAKURA

GPCH-STBL

GPCH-OWL

GPCH-STRD

GPCH-RMSP

GPCH-PUPPY

GPCH-PAIS

GPCH-TULWT

GPCH-RMTD

GPCH-SHELL

GPCH-KISS GPCH-LDBD



55 

An eco-friendly alternative to plastic bags. Made from durable tapestry 
and is great for everyday use at school, work, or grocery shopping. 
 
• Made from sturdy and robust tapestry material. 

• Fantastic amount of storage for shopping and bigger essential 
items.

• Flat and easy to fold for storage in handbag. 

• Contains an inner slip pocket.

• Weight: 0.5lbs

Product Explorer - Gusset Bag (GUSS)

GUSS-BLOS

GUSS-LUXOR

GUSS-FKICON

GUSS-SAKURA

GUSS-FLMD GUSS-JACOB

Drop Handle
22cm (8.5”)

H 34cm
(13.5”)

W 35cm (13.8”)
D 8cm (3.2”)



56 Product Explorer - Gusset Bag Art (GUSS-ART)

An eco-friendly alternative to plastic bags. Made from durable tapestry 
and is great for everyday use at school, work, or grocery shopping. 
 
• Made from sturdy and robust tapestry material. 

• Fantastic amount of storage for shopping and bigger essential 
items.

• Flat and easy to fold for storage in handbag. 

• Contains an inner slip pocket.

• Weight: 0.5lbs

GUSS-ART-TS-CHAT

GUSS-ART-AB-STILL

GUSS-ART-VG-WHEAT

GUSS-ART-GK-GDKS

GUSS-ART-VG-IRIS

GUSS-ART-WC-SWAN

GUSS-ART-GK-TREE

GUSS-ART-JP-WAVE

GUSS-ART-VG-STAR

GUSS-ART-CM-POPFL GUSS-ART-WM-TLBL

GUSS-ART-JV-GIRL

GUSS-ART-VG-SUNF

GUSS-ART-ED-BLR-2

GUSS-ART-WM-TLRD

H 34cm
(13.5”)

W 33cm (13”)
D 8cm (3.2”)

Drop Handle
21cm (8.3”)



57 Product Explorer - Hip Bag (HPBG) NEW

Our tapestry hip length shoulder bag is a compact piece for 
carrying all the daily essentials for a day around the city.

• Modest amount of space for your phone, purse and 
personal belongings.

• Patterned nylon lining inside.

• Closed zip fastener, inside contains an inner slip pocket.

• Detachable shoulder strap included.

• Weight: 0.5lbs

HPBG-MGDBK

HPBG-ALICE

HPBG-RSTT

HPBG-FKROSE

HPBG-MTRI

HPBG-STBL HPBG-STRD

HPBG-FKICONHPBG-DACH

HPBG-CHEKY

HPBG-POP HPBG-PUPPY

HPBG-JACOB

HPBG-LUXOR

HPBG-CUDE

HPBG-RHOR

HPBG-CAT

HPBG-MGD

H 12cm
(5.1”)

W 20cm (7.9”)
D 9.5cm (2.8”)



58 

Our chic Hobo Bag perfectly blends fashion with storage so you can 
carry all your books and office supplies in style.

• Contains plenty of room for travel essentials, make-up accessories 
and books or office items.

• Can be used as shopping or travel bag.

• The inside contains a zip pocket and two slip pockets - 1 designed 
for mobile phone.

• Can be easily flat packed and stored away. 

• Fastened with a zip, the bag also contains a sturdy base for extra 
support. 

• Weight: 0.7lbs

Product Explorer - Hobo Bag (HOBO)

H 33cm
(13”)

Drop handle
25.4cm

(10”)

W 35cm 
(13.8”)

D 13cm (5.1”)

HOBO-JACOB

HOBO-AUST

HOBO-LUXOR

HOBO-CRAY

HOBO-JANE

HOBO-BLOS

HOBO-MGD

HOBO-FKICON HOBO-FLMD

HOBO-KGCS

HOBO-BUTT

HOBO-MTRI

HOBO-HOR

HOBO-KISS

HOBO-CAT

HOBO-POP



59 Product Explorer - Hobo Bag (HOBO)

HOBO-WIOW

HOBO-PUG

HOBO-STBL

HOBO-RSTT

HOBO-STRD HOBO-TULWT

HOBO-SAKURA

HOBO-WES

HOBO-PUPPY



60 

Keep all your makeup and toiletries in one place with this 
trendy makeup bag. Designed with some of the world’s most 
famous masterpieces.

• Cosmetic storage bag fastened with a zip top.

• Two handy inside pockets for storing smaller items.

• Lined with a patterned nylon for protection.

• Weight: 0.3lbs

Product Explorer - Makeup Bag Art (MAKEUP-ART)

MAKEUP-ART-AB-STILL-2

MAKEUP-ARTGK-GDKS

MAKEUP-ART-TS-CHAT

MAKEUP-ART-WC-SWAN

MAKEUP-ART-VG-IRIS

MAKEUP-ART-GK-TREE

MAKEUP-ART-VG-WHEAT

MAKEUP-ART-CM-POPFL

MAKEUP-ART-JP-WAVE

MAKEUP-ART-VG-STARMAKEUP-ART-WM-TLRD

MAKEUP-ART-ED-BLR-2

H 16cm
(6.3”)

W 25cm (9.8”)
D 8cm (3.1”)

MAKEUP-ART-JV-GIRL

MAKEUP-ART-VG-SUNF

MAKEUP-ART-WM-TLBL



61 

An eco-friendly alternative to plastic carrier bags; this Meco Bag is 
perfect for your weekly shopping needs.
 
• Made from a sturdy tapestry material to ensure long-lasting value. 

• Flat and easy to store in a handbag. 

• Reusable and foldable.

• Weight: 0.3lbs

Product Explorer - Meco Bag (MECO)

Drop Handle
20.3cm

(8”)

H 38cm
(15”)

W 34cm 
(13.5”)

MECO-GLILY

MECO-AUST MECO-AZT

MECO-LDBDMECO-LAB

MECO-CRAY

MECO-HUMM

MECO-BUTT

MECO-CUDE MECO-FLAM

MECO-JANE

MECO-MTRI

MECO-FSDG

MECO-FREN

MECO-CHEKY

MECO-KISS



62 Product Explorer - Meco Bag (MECO)

MECO-OWL

MECO-RMSP

MECO-PAIS

MECO-SHELL MECO-TULWT

MECO-RMTD MECO-RSPK

MECO-SPFL

MECO-WES MECO-WIOW

MECO-POP

MECO-PUPPY

MECO-RSTT

MECO-ORC



63 Product Explorer - Rucksack (RUCK)

Our tapestry rucksack is great for work and everyday use for 
all your belongings.

• One zip and one sleeve pocket on the inside for storage.

• Fitted with two sturdy faux leather straps which are 
adjustable.

• Top pocket can be fastened with a pull string closure 
system.

• Lined with patterned nylon.

• Sturdy base for extra support.

• Weight: 1lbs

RUCK-AUST

RUCK-HOR

RUCK-KISS

RUCK-MTRI

RUCK-BUTT

RUCK-LAB

RUCK-HUMM

RUCK-OWL

RUCK-CAT

RUCK-JANE

RUCK-LDBD

RUCK-PEO

RUCK-CHEKY

RUCK-KGCS

RUCK-MGD

RUCK-POP

W 31cm
(12.2”)

D 12cm 
(4.7”)

H 35cm
(13.8”)



64 Product Explorer - Rucksack (RUCK)

RUCK-RSTT RUCK-STBL RUCK-STRD RUCK-WES



65 Product Explorer - Shopper Bag (SHOP)

As one of our best sellers, the Signare Tapestry Shopper Bag will quickly 
become your favourite everyday companion. 
 
• Pair of full width pockets located on both sides of the bag; one is 

fastened with a zip and the other with velcro for easy access.

• Fully lined with patterned nylon on the inside and features zip pocket 
for belongings.

• Top of the bag is gusseted with tapestry material and has zip fastening 
across the full width. 

• Mesh pocket on one end of the bag, ideal for storing a water bottle or 
small umbrella.

• Two handles for carriage.

• Reinforced base for extra support.

• Weight: 1lbs

Drop Handle
33cm
(13”)

H 30cm
(11.8”)

W 31cm (12.2”) D 13.5cm (5.3”)

SHOP-AUST

SHOP-CHEKY

SHOP-FLAM SHOP-FLMD

SHOP-BLOS

SHOP-FREN

SHOP-FSDG

SHOP-CRAY

SHOP-BUTT

SHOP-CUDE SHOP-DACH

SHOP-GLILY

SHOP-CAT

SHOP-FKICON

SHOP-HUMMSHOP-HOR



66 Product Explorer - Shopper Bag (SHOP)

SHOP-KGCS

SHOP-OWL

SHOP-PUG

SHOP-RSTT

SHOP-PAIS

SHOP-RHOR

SHOP-PEO

SHOP-RMSPSHOP-PUPPY

SHOP-POP

SHOP-RMTD

SHOP-KISS

SHOP-MGDSHOP-LAB

SHOP-MGDBK

SHOP-LDBD

SHOP-MTRI

SHOP-LUXOR

SHOP-ORC

SHOP-JANESHOP-JACOB

SHOP-SAKURA SHOP-SHELL SHOP-SPLM



67 Product Explorer - Shopper Bag (SHOP)

SHOP-STRD SHOP-WES

SHOP-WIOW

SHOP-TULWTSHOP-STBL



68 Product Explorer - Shoulder Bag (SHOU)

Drop Handle
25cm
(10”)

H 33cm
(13”)

D 13cm (5”)Top W 42cm (16.5”) 
Bottom W 30cm (12”)

SHOU-CAT

SHOU-KGCS

SHOU-OWL

SHOU-STRD

SHOU-CHEKY

SHOU-PEO

SHOU-LAB

SHOU-WES

SHOU-HOR

SHOU-LDBD

SHOU-POP

SHOU-HUMM

SHOU-MGD

SHOU-STBL

Designed as an ideal choice for shopping, work or a trip away with fantastic 
amount of storage.
 
• Ideal to hold your college books, work files and laptop.

• Pair of faux leather handles for carriage

• Zip fastener opening

• 2 slip pockets inside.

• Reinforced base for extra support.

• Fully lined with a patterned nylon.

• Weight: 1lbs



69 Product Explorer - Sling Bag (SLING)

SLING-AUST

SLING-CRAY

SLING-FLMD

SLING-JANE

SLING-BLOS

SLING-FREN

SLING-CUDE

SLING-KGCS

SLING-CAT

SLING-FKICONSLING-DACH

SLING-GLILY

SLING-KISS

SLING-CHEKY

SLING-FLAM

SLING-JACOB

Signare Tapestry Sling Bag is great for travel as a cross body or shoulder bag 
to hold all your important documents/items or as a statement accessory with 
your outfit.
 
• Ideal to hold your travel documents when on holiday.

• Can be worn as a cross body sling or shoulder style bag.

• Wear it on its own or as an add-on to your other handbag.

• Zip top fastener

• Adjustable shoulder strap, max shoulder strap drop 21”.

• Features an inside slip pocket and lined with a patterned nylon.

• Weight: 0.3lbs

H 20cm
(8”)

W 20cm (8”)



70 Product Explorer - Sling Bag (SLING)

SLING-LUXOR

SLING-RMSPSLING-PUPPY

SLING-TULWTSLING-RMTD

SLING-SHELL

SLING-RSTT

SLING-STBL

SLING-SAKURA

SLING-STRD

SLING-MGD SLING-MGDBK

SLING-PAIS

SLING-MTRI

SLING-POPSLING-ORC

SLING-PUG

SLING-OWL

SLING-RHOR



71 Product Explorer - Smart Bag (SMART) NEW

SMART-ALICE

SMART-JACOB

SMART-CRANE

SMART-DACH

SMART-MTRI

SMART-RSTT

SMART-CAT

SMART-POP

SMART-LUXOR

SMART-SAKURA

SMART-CHEKY

SMART-MGD

SMART-PUPPY

SMART-FKICON

SMART-MGDBK

SMART-RHOR

This stylish smart purse/bag is handy for when you don’t want 
to take a bag out with you. Small but perfect size for storing 
your phone, cards, cash and lipstick – just what you need 
when you have nowhere to leave your items securely while 
dancing the night away!

• The smooth corded strap can be adjusted with a toggle 
so you can adjust the length to your liking.

• Slip into your pocket or sling across one shoulder.

• Perfect size for storing your phone, passport, cards, keys 
and other important items.

• Fastened with a zip top.

• Lined with a patterned nylon for protection.

• Weight: 0.13lbs

H 17cm
(6.69”)

W 12cm (4.72”)



72 Product Explorer - Smart Bag (SMART) NEW

SMART-STBL SMART-STRD



73 Product Explorer - Toiletry Bag (TOIL)

Keep all your makeup and toiletries in one place with this 
chic toiletry bag. With ample space and handy makeup brush 
compartments, this bag is perfect for travel.

• Zip fastener around the top of the case.

• Six inner elastic straps help to organise makeup brushes 
and other small items.

• Fully lined with patterned nylon.

• Sturdy base helps support the bag. 

• Weight: 0.3lbs

H 16cm 
(6.3”)

Drop handle
5.1cm (2”)

W 23cm (9.1”) D 16cm (6.3”)

TOIL-AUST

TOIL-CRAY TOIL-DACH

TOIL-JACOB

TOIL-BLOS TOIL-BOU

TOIL-JANE

TOIL-FKICON

TOIL-CAT

TOIL-FLMD

TOIL-KISS

TOIL-CHEKY

TOIL-GLILY

TOIL-MGD TOIL-MTRITOIL-LUXOR



74 Product Explorer - Toiletry Bag (TOIL)

TOIL-POP

TOIL-WIOW

TOIL-PUG TOIL-SAKURATOIL-PUPPY TOIL-RDV

TOIL-PEOTOIL-OWLTOIL-ORC



75 Product Explorer - Travel Bag (TRAV)

A great addition to your travel collection, this tapestry Travel 
Bag is courteously designed to provide ample room as a 
weekend bag, sports bag or gym bag. 
 
• Fastened with a zip top

• Contains an inner zip pocket 

• Fitted with sturdy faux leather handles for carriage.

• Reinforced base with four studded feet.

• Shoulder drop length: 22”

• Weight: 1.1lbs

Drop Handle
12.7cm (5”)

H 27cm
(10.6”)

W 39cm (15.4”) D 20cm (7.9”)

TRAV-AUST

TRAV-FKICON

TRAV-JACOB

TRAV-MGD TRAV-MGDBK

TRAV-BLOS

TRAV-JANE

TRAV-FLMD

TRAV-MTRI

TRAV-BUTT

TRAV-GLILY TRAV-GOLF

TRAV-KISS

TRAV-CAT

TRAV-HOR

TRAV-LUXOR



76 Product Explorer - Travel Bag (TRAV)

TRAV-STBL TRAV-STRD

TRAV-TULWT TRAV-WES

TRAV-POP

TRAV-RMTD

TRAV-PUG

TRAV-RSTTTRAV-RHOR

TRAV-SAKURA

TRAV-RMSP

TRAV-SHELL

TRAV-ORC TRAV-PAIS



77 Product Explorer - Crossbody Bag (XB02)

A nifty tapestry Cross Body Bag, perfect for everyday use. 
 
• Ideal for your daily essentials and it is compactly 

designed in its appearance.

• Have the option to be worn as a cross body or over the 
shoulder.

• Fastened with a zip top; the inside features a slip 
pocket and a zip pocket. 

• Fitted with an adjustable faux leather shoulder strap, 
max shoulder strap drop 23”.

• Weight: 0.6lbs

H 20cm 
(7.8”)

W 23cm (9.1”)
D 6cm (2.5”)

XB02-ALICE

XB02-BUTT

XB02-FKICON

XB02-HOR

XB02-AUST

XB02-FLAM

XB02-CAT

XB02-HUMM

XB02-AZT

XB02-CHEKY

XB02-FLMD

XB02-JACOB

XB02-BLOS

XB02-CRAY

XB02-DACH

XB02-GLILY



78 Product Explorer - Crossbody Bag (XB02)

XB02-OWL

XB02-PUG

XB02-RSTT

XB02-PAIS

XB02-RDV XB02-RHOR

XB02-PEO

XB02-RMSP

XB02-PUPPYXB02-POP

XB02-RMTD

XB02-RSPK

XB02-KGCS

XB02-LUXOR

XB02-KISS

XB02-MGD XB02-MGDBK

XB02-LAB

XB02-MTRI

XB02-LDBD

XB02-ORC

XB02-JANE

XB02-SAKURA XB02-SHELL



79 Product Explorer - Crossbody Bag (XB02)

XB02-STRD

XB02-WES XB02-WIOW

XB02-TULWTXB02-SPFL XB02-STBL



80 Product Explorer - Crossbody Bag Art (XB02-ART)

XB02-ART-AB-STILL XB02-ART-ED-BLR-2 XB02-ART-JV-GIRL

XB02-ART-VG-SUNF

XB02-ART-TS-CHAT

XB02-ART-GK-GDKS

XB02-ART-WC-SWAN

XB02-ART-CM-POPFLXB02-ART-GK-TREE

XB02-ART-VG-IRIS

XB02-ART-WM-TLBL

XB02-ART-CM-WHEAT

XB02-ART-JP-WAVE

XB02-ART-VG-STARXB02-ART-WM-TLRD

A nifty tapestry Cross Body Bag, perfect for everyday use. 
 
• Ideal for your daily essentials and it is compactly 

designed in its appearance.

• Have the option to be worn as a cross body or over the 
shoulder.

• Fastened with a zip top; the inside features a slip 
pocket and a zip pocket. 

• Fitted with an adjustable non removable faux leather 
shoulder strap, max shoulder strap drop 23”.

• Weight: 0.6lbs

H 18cm 
(7.1”)

W 23cm (9.1”) D 5cm (2.1”)



81 Product Explorer - Pillow Case (CCOV)

A decorative cushion cover that is sure to liven up any room 
in your house.  
 
• Double sided tapestry cushion with a piped edge. The 

artwork is presented on both sides.

• Concealed zip on one end to allow pad to be removed for 
washing or replacement.

• Fabric composition for seamless cushion: 100% 
polyester

• Weight: 0.4lbs

H 45cm
(18”)

W 45cm (18”)

CCOV-AUST

CCOV-CHEKY

CCOV-FLAM

CCOV-HUMM

CCOV-BLOS

CCOV-FLMD

CCOV-CRAY

CCOV-JACOB

CCOV-BUTT

CCOV-CUDE

CCOV-GLILY

CCOV-JANE

CCOV-CAT

CCOV-FKICON

CCOV-HOR

CCOV-JMTBK



82 Product Explorer - Pillow Case (CCOV)

CCOV-ORC

CCOV-PUG

CCOV-SAKURA

CCOV-TULWT

CCOV-OWL

CCOV-PUPPY CCOV-RMSP

CCOV-WES

CCOV-PEO

CCOV-RMTD

CCOV-STBL

CCOV-WIOW

CCOV-POP

CCOV-RSTT CCOV-STRD

CCOV-JMTWT

CCOV-LDBD

CCOV-KGCS

CCOV-LUXOR

CCOV-KISS

CCOV-MGD

CCOV-LAB

CCOV-MTRI



83 Product Explorer - Pillow Case Art (CCOV-ART)

CCOV-ART-AB-STILL

CCOV-ART-JV-GIRL

CCOV-ART-KLIMT-4

CCOV-ART-LU-HE

CCOV-ART-ED-BLR-1

CCOV-ART-LDV-ERMINE

CCOV-ART-KLIMT-1

CCOV-ART-LU-SI

CCOV-ART-ED-BLR-2

CCOV-ART-KLIMT-2

CCOV-ART-LDV-MONA

CCOV-ART-LU-SM

CCOV-ART-JP-WAVE

CCOV-ART-KLIMT-3

CCOV-ART-LU-DE

CCOV-ART-LU-TA

Signare panel art cushions feature masterpieces from 
famous artists such as Vincent van Gogh and Leonardo da 
Vinci.

•  Double sided tapestry cushion with a piped edge. The 
artwork is presented on both sides.

• Concealed zip on one end to allow pad to be removed for 
washing or replacement.

• Fabric composition: 55% cotton; 45% polyester

• Weight: 0.4lbs

H 45cm
(18”)

W 45cm (18”)



84 Product Explorer - Pillow Case Art (CCOV-ART)

CCOV-ART-MONET-1

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-2

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-6

CCOV-ART-VANGOGH-2

CCOV-ART-MONET-2

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-7

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-3

CCOV-ART-VANGOGH-3

CCOV-ART-MONET-3

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-4

CCOV-ART-TS-CHAT

CCOV-ART-VG-WHEAT

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-1

CCOV-ART-MORRIS-5

CCOV-ART-VANGOGH-1

CCOV-ART-WC-SWAN



85 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890, Dutch Painter)

The Dutch Post-Impressionist painter, Vincent van Gogh, is one of the most 
famous and beloved artists of all time. He created over 2000 pieces of art 
but never found fame during his lifetime, dying at just 37 after struggling with 
mental illness and poverty. 

WH-VG-SF 
W 37” (94cm) x H 55” (140cm)

Sun Flower
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-VG-SF-SM 
W 27” (69cm) x H 35” (89cm)

Sun Flower

WH-VG-SN-BG 
W 54” (137cm) x H 34” (86cm) 

Van Gogh Starry Night

WH-VG-CT 
W 55” (99cm) x H 39” (140cm)

Cafe Terrace
(Wall hanging rod not included)



86 Product Explorer - Wall Hanging (WH)

Claude Monet (1840-1926, French Painter)

Claude Monet helped give rise to the Impressionist movement in France during the late 
1800s. Much of his artwork depicts landscapes in which he painted certain scenes a 
number of times to capture the changing light and seasons. 

Monet purchased a house and gardens in Giverny, France during the 1880s, which he 
used as inspiration for a number of his paintings. This included designing the layout for 
the plants, trees, lakes and even installing a Japanese bridge.

WH-CM-WL 
W 58” (147cm) x H 27” (69cm)

Water Lily
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-CM-JB 
W 53” (135cm) x H 55” (140cm) 

Japanese Bridge
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-CM-JB-SMALL 
W 27” (69cm) x H 29” (74cm)

Japanese Bridge



87 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

The Lady and the Unicorn

The Lady and the Unicorn is a collection of six tapestries dating from around 1500 AD. 
Five of the tapestries are considered to depict the five senses of smell, taste, touch, 
hearing and sight.

Each picture depicts a noble lady in the centre with a unicorn on her left and a lion on 
her right. Other animals are also shown, including a monkey in some scenes. 

The artwork currently resides in the Thermes de Cluny in Paris.

(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-LU-DE
W 47” (120cm) x H 33” (85cm)

A Mon Seul Desir 

WH-LU-SI
W 47” (120cm) x H 33” (85cm)

Sense of Sight

WH-LU-TA
W 47” (120cm) x H 33” (85cm)

Sense of Taste

WH-LU-HE
W 33” (85cm) x H 47” (120cm)

Sense of Hearing

WH-LU-SM
W 33” (85cm) x H 47” (120cm)

Sense of Smell

WH-LU-TO
W 33” (85cm) x H 47” (120cm)

Sense of Touch



88 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

William Morris (1834-1986, British Designer)

William Morris was a famous British textile designer during the 1800s. He is considered 
to be a major contributor in helping the British textile industry and their methods of 
production to grow and improve during this time. 

Morris created hundreds of textile and patterns during his lifetime, teaching himself 
about embroidery and becoming an expert in the process of how to dye materials. 

(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-WM-LNFST 
W 55” (139cm) x H 34” (87cm)

Lion and the Forest

WH-WM-WP 
W 27” (69cm) x H 55” (140cm)

Woodpecker in Fruit Tree



89 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

William Morris Tree of Life Collection

The Tree of Life is a symbol of the abundance and continuity of life. It was inspired by a 
decorative technique known as Mille Fleur (French for ‘Thousand Flowers’), meaning to 
create a background with many flowers, plants and other ornamental elements. 

(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-WM-TLBL-1 
W 41” (104cm) x H 55” (140cm)

Tree of Life Blue 1

WH-WM-TLBL-2
W 27” (69cm) x H 63” (160cm)

Tree of Life Blue 2

WH-WM-TLRD-2
W 27” (69cm) x H 63” (160cm)

Tree of Life Red 2

WH-WM-TLRD-1
W 41” (104cm) x H 55” (140cm)

Tree of Life Red 1



90 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

Gustav Klimt (1862-1918, Austrian Artist)

Gustav Klimt is known for his paintings, murals and sketches, with the female body 
being a primary inspiration for his work. The early 1900s saw Klimt go through his 
‘Golden Phase’, which was critically and commercially successful for him. This period is 
defined by his bold use of gold leaf and abstract depictions of the human form. 

The tree of life has been used by many cultures to symbolise the connection between 
heaven and the underworld. The sacred tree having many religious or philosophical 
connotations. Klimt’s The Tree of Life was painted in 1909 in the style of Art Nouveau. It 
was commissioned as a series of three mosaics to be displayed in the Palais Stoclet in 
Brussels, Belgium.

(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-GK-TL-1 
W 54” (137cm) x H 32” (81cm)

Tree of Life-Whole

WH-GK-TL-2 
W 31” (79cm) x H 54” (137cm)

Tree of Life - Tree Only



91 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-GK-KS 
W 35” (89cm) x H 45” (114cm)

The Kiss
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-GK-LF 
W 39” (99cm) x H 39” (99cm)

Lady with Fan
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-GK-WGD 
W 39” (100cm) x H 38” (96cm)

Woman in Gold
(Wall hanging rod not included)



92 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

Hokusai (1760-1849, Japanese Artist)

Georges Seurat 
(1859-1891, French Painter)

WH-JP-GWK 
W 39” (99cm) x H 27” (69cm)

Great Wave off Kanagawa
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-FL-FLAM 
W 39” (99cm) x H 39” (99cm)

Flaming June
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-GS-LGJ 
W 55” (140cm) x H 37” (94cm)

A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte
(Wall hanging rod not included)

Frederic Leighton 
(1830-1896, English Painter)

WH-TULIPVS 
W 54” (137cm) x H 39” (99cm)

Tulips in a Vase
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-FL 
W 27” (69cm) x H 20” (51cm)

White Flower
(Wall hanging rod not included)



93 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

Edmund Leighton (1852-1922, English Painter)

Jan Frans van Dael
(1764-1840, Flemish Painter)

WH-EB-AC 
W 39” (99cm) x H 55” (140cm)

Accolade
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-FGP 
W 54” (137cm) x H 39” (99cm)

WH-Flowers and Fruit
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-EB-GS 
W 39” (99cm) x H 55” (140cm)

God Speed
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-FLC 
W 43” (109cm) x H 54” (137cm) 

Flower Canvas



94 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-AULF 
W 55” (140cm) x H 55” (140cm) 

Autumn Leaves

WH-BWF 
W 37” (94cm) x H 54” (137cm) 

Blue Wild Flowers

WH-EWF 
W 40” (102cm) x H 55” (140cm) 

European Window Flowers

WH-CELADON 
W 22” (56cm) x H 18” (46cm) 

Celadon Flower Pot

WH-FC 
W 54” (137cm) x H 36” (91cm) 

French Countryside



95 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-FIELD 
W 54” (137cm) x H 58” (147cm)

Wheat Field
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-HU 
W 39” (99cm) x H 39” (99cm) 

The Hunt of the Unicorn
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-KALEDO 
W 27” (69cm) x H 27” (69cm) 

Kaleidoscope Red

WH-G&W 
W 54” (137cm) x H 39” (99cm) 

Grape and Wine

WH-GTL 
W 54” (137cm) x H 38” (97cm) 

A present to Lindsay

WH-GODIVA 
W 55” (140cm) x H 41” (104cm) 

Lady Godiva



96 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-KF 
W 52” (132cm) x H 36” (91cm) 

Kissing Flowers

WH-LAND 
W 55” (140cm) x H 35” (89cm) 

Landscape with river and mountain

WH-OT 
W 54” (137cm) x H 38” (97cm) 

Old Times

WH-PCL 
W 54” (137cm) x H 42” (107cm)

Peaceful Country Life

WH-POF 
W 39” (99cm) x H 38” (97cm)

Pot of Flower

WH-LEAVES 
W 39” (99cm) x H 39” (99cm)

Leaves



97 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-SNOR 
W 55” (140cm) x H 36” (91cm) 

Stary Night over Rhone

WH-STREET 
W 55” (140cm) x H 34” (86cm) 

Street Corner

WH-R&V 
W 54” (137cm) x H 40” (102cm) 

Rose and Violin

WH-TOS 
W 54” (137cm) x H 39” (99cm) 

Toscana

WH-RG 
W 40” (102cm) x H 58” (147cm) 

Royal Gardens



98 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-VENEICE 
W 54” (137cm) x H 40” (102cm) 

Venice View

WH-MAP-1 
W 55” (140cm) x H 39” (99cm)

WH-Map-1

WH-MAP-2 
W 55” (140cm) x H 43” (109cm)

WH-Map-2
(Wall hanging rod not included)

WH-MAP-OLD 
W 55” (140cm) x H 38” (97cm)

WH-Map-Old

WH-VG 
W 53” (135cm) x H 39” (99cm)

Venetian Gondolier
(Wall hanging rod not included)



99 Product Explorer - Wall Hangings (WH)

WH-ROD-120

• Wall hanging rod with 2 wall mounting brackets 
• Size: 47.2” extendable to 60” 
• Colour: Brush Brass
• Material: Steel
• Coating: Electroplating bronze

WH-TASS

• 2 x hanging tassels for decoration
• Size: 70cm (27.5”) 
• Material: Polyester 



100 Product Explorer - Scarves (SC)

SC-BUTT-FUCH SC-BUTT-PURP SC-BUTT-RBL SC-BUTT-WHIT

SC-BUTT-YELL

Butterfly Silk Scarf (SC-BUTT) 

Suitable for all seasons and many occasions, these butterfly silk 
scarves can be worn as a head band, scrunchie or neckerchief for a 
flash of print magic! 
 

• Made with 100% silk

• Size: 170cm (66.9”) x 45cm (17.7”)

• Hand wash only



101 Product Explorer - Scarves (SC)

SC-CHIFFON-BIRD-BLACK SC-CHIFFON-BIRD-BLUE SC-CHIFFON-BIRD-PEACH SC-CHIFFON-BIRD-SAND

Chiffon Bird Blossom Scarf (SC-CHIFFON)

Add a splash of color to any wardrobe with this stunning lightweight 
scarf.
 

• 100% polyester 

• Size: 50cm (19.7”) x 150cm (59”)

• Can be worn as a neckerchief, head scarf, hair band or shawl.



102 Product Explorer - Scarves (SC)

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-
LIGHT-BLUE

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-
PURPLE

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-
MULTI-BLACK

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-RED

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-NAVY

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-SAND

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-OLIVE

SC-CHIFFON-LOTUS-WHITE-
BLACK

Chiffon Lotus Scarf (SC-CHIFFON)

Add a splash of color to any wardrobe with this stunning lightweight 
scarf.
 

• 100% polyester 

• Size: 46cm (18.1”) x 173cm (68.1”)

• Can be worn as a neckerchief, head scarf, hair band or shawl.



103 Product Explorer - Scarves (SC)

SC-SILK-CFAV-ALICE

SC-SILK-WC-BLOSSOM

SC-SILK-WM-POME

SC-SILK-MACK-RMSP

SC-SILK-WC-SWAN

SC-SILK-WM-STBL

SC-SILK-MPV-DAFF

SC-SILK-WM-GLILY

SC-SILK-WM-STRD

SC-SILK-MPV-IRIS

SC-SILK-WM-HONEY

SC-SILK-WM-WIOW

Silk Art Scarf (SC-SILK)

With the instantly recognizable art patterns that have been around for 
century and has wispy frayed edges. Wear yours with your Signare 
Tapestry matching art bags! 
 

• 100% pure silk

• Size: 180cm (70.8”) x 52cm (20.4”)

• Can be worn as a neckerchief, head scarf, hair band or shawl.



104 Product Explorer - Scarves (SC)

SC-TTN-NVSTSC-TTN-BKWAT

SC-TTN-RYST

SC-TTN-HTBK SC-TTN-LGPD

Tartan Scarf (SC-TTN)

Soft and cosy with lasting warmth and softness. Add some tartan 
warmth to any outfit! 
 

• 100% acrylic 

• Size: 180cm (74.8”) x 70cm (27.5”)

• Can be worn around your shoulder as a stole.






